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1. The European Banking Federation (FBE)1 welcomes the opportunity to comment 
on DG Competition’s Issues Paper on competition in EU securities trading and post 
trading.  The FBE is fully engaged in the dynamic and lively debate in respect of 
the evolution of post trading in the European Single Market both from the 
operational and policy perspectives.  In the post trading debate the FBE represents 
institutions that are connected all along the value chain in functions such as 
trading, brokerage, paying agency, custodianship and as users of both central 
counterparty and central securities depositary services. Therefore, the FBE enjoys 
a unique perspective in the debate. 

 
2. DG Competition’s Issues Paper is a timely and much valued contribution to the 

debate.  The FBE views the exercise of competition policy coupled with market 
based initiatives as being two strands of the optimal approach open to legislators 
and market participants to work towards creating a truly single pan-European 
market in post trading. 

 
I. General Remarks 
 

3. We believe that the numerous technical, legal and fiscal barriers identified by the 
Giovannini Group are at the centre of why the costs of post trading in Europe are 
high.  Whereas the current structures in post trading appear to be working 
efficiently at the national level, the lack of technical and legal harmonisation 
coupled with differing fiscal practices across the Single Market imply higher direct 
and indirect costs for users when seeking to undertake business on a cross-border 
basis.  The dismantling of these barriers remains the priority for the market at this 
time. 

 
4. Allied to the dismantling of the Giovannini barriers to bring about a more efficient 

Single Market in post trading in Europe is the appropriate exercise of competition 
powers, which could include some extra ex-ante measures where justified.  We 
believe that the Issues Paper would have benefited greatly from having a definition 
of a market (in post trading) and an evaluation of what powers are currently open to 
DG Competition. 

 
5. Further, it could be argued that some post trading infrastructures are in a monopoly 

position in certain Member States.  DG Competition does not comment directly on 
such situations but stakeholders would have been clearer on the European 
Commission’s thinking in this respect if a working definition of market was 
established in the Issues Paper. 

 
6. From the banks’ perspective, competition between infrastructures should not lead 

to a reduction of competition on commercial activities (more traditionally associated 
                                                 
1 The European Banking Federation (FBE) is the voice of the European banking sector representing 
the vast majority of investment business carried out in Europe. It represents the interests of over 
5,000 European banks, large and small, from 29 national banking associations, with assets of more 
than €20,000 billion and over 2.3 million employees.   
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with those carried out by banks).  Competition between infrastructures would 
appear to imply for DG Competition that there would be an imperative for 
infrastructures to develop intermediary activities (e.g. becoming a clearing member 
or an agent bank).  Whilst we do not necessarily position ourselves against such a 
scenario we remind the Commission that there are minimum conditions required to 
avoid foreclosure of competition in commercial activities were central service 
providers, who could potentially reap good returns in areas where they face limited 
competition due to their position in the market, planning to compete.  In particular, 
regard must be paid to transparency, unbundling, segregation between core 
infrastructure functions and commercial activities in terms of governance, 
management, operations and accounting. 

 
7. Finally, in respect of the balance of the Issues Paper, the FBE queries how the 

views of issuers have been taken into account in DG Competition’s findings.  
Issuers often do not have a free choice of where to list their securities and/or do not 
wish to list on more than one market.  Therefore, since the DG Competition study 
considers competition in post trading a question has to be asked a priori about the 
competitive constraints on issuers whose securities trade in today’s markets. 

 
II.  Barriers to competition in clearing services 
 

8. The FBE broadly agrees with the European Commission that competition in 
clearing services may be hindered either by the behaviour of exchanges or of 
CCPs themselves.  Structural factors, contractual arrangements between trading 
and clearing facilities, as well as issues around operational and governance play a 
part in stifling what ought to be a competitive environment.  If CCPs are to compete 
freely then access to CSDs must also be granted on an equal basis. 

 
9. However, it should be recognised that the central function of clearing 

infrastructures at most national levels provide economies of scale, which are vital 
for this specific stage of the post trading value chain. 

 
Limitations of the model for competition for the market 
 

10. At this stage with the current levels of uncertainty in the market surrounding the 
possible re-organisation of post trading services due to Stock Exchange 
consolidation, it would be too early to tell exactly what the competitive impacts 
would be in the post trading area.   

 
Mutual interest in arrangements which foreclose competition 
 

11. Whilst supporting the Commission’s assertion in respect of the competitive impacts 
of mutual interest arrangements in clearing, we remind the Commission that 
competition will not in itself resolve these issues, since competition is amongst 
other things a means to arrive an improved service for users.  In this area we 
strongly feel that the role of users should be better recognised, especially in 
respect of the relationship between establishing a competitive environment and 
market efficiency. 

 
CCPs in vertical silos 
 

12. Recent proposed mergers and potential mergers of the future of trading platforms 
could well have a strong bearing on the efficiencies in trading through to clearing 
and settlement.  Continued international merger activity amongst Stock Exchanges 
will almost inevitably lead to a re-structuring of post trading activities in Europe over 
time. 
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CCP interoperability 

 
13. As the debate on post trading matures, two schools of thought appear to be 

emerging in respect of how the post trading environment of tomorrow will look and 
crucially both depend on whether effective competition could emerge in the post 
trading space.   

 
14. Interoperability of post trading systems could be seen as an alternative to the 

eventual consolidation, driven by market forces, in the post trading area.  
Alternatively, interoperability could be seen an essential pre-requisite for further 
consolidation in the post trading space and therefore complimentary to any drive 
towards consolidation.  The European Commission appears to adopt a different 
position in that interoperability in itself could be a good tool to allow competition to 
flourish. 

 
15. Whilst FBE remains to be convinced of the European Commission’s assessment 

that interoperability in itself could be a good tool to allow competition to flourish, DG 
Competition is right to recognise that interoperability alone will not deliver the 
intended results unless all sides buy into the concept, its implementation and that 
free choice of service providers is granted.  Some users of post trading services 
are currently sceptical as regards the benefits of interoperability both in respect of 
cost-benefit and risk portability.  These same users are also not convinced that 
interoperability would allow competition between infrastructures to effectively 
materialise and believe that developing those links could increase costs. 

 
16. Most users appear to be doubtful as to whether the technological and other 

associated costs of establishing interoperability as a short-term solution would 
justify the investment in light of the potential benefits interoperability could deliver. 
However, there are some users who view market-driven interoperability as a 
worthwhile aim. These users feel that along with free choice of service providers 
interoperability could pave the road to efficient market driven solutions. Clearly the 
costs of developing greater interoperability in post trading should be demonstrably 
outweighed by the benefits. 

 
III. Barriers to competition in settlement services 
 
Interoperability issues 
 

17. The comments stated above in respect of CCP interoperability also apply to 
interoperability in settlement. 

 
18. Furthermore, DG competition has recognised in its Issues Paper that “settlement 

implies an irreplaceable role for Central Securities Depositories (CSDs)” and those 
CSDs might benefit from natural monopoly activity. In the settlement space, strong 
dominant positions do not only exist at national level but also on a pan-European 
basis.  On the one hand it could be argued that in the settlement space 
interoperability would not necessarily deliver competition between CSDs but could 
serve to strengthen existing dominant positions. This could therefore produce the 
unintended consequence of damaging existing competition in the banking and 
custody fields.  However, it could also be argued that if fair competition and 
transparency in the pricing of infrastructure services is established, exploitation of 
dominant positions would not be possible. The further existence of dominant 
providers therefore would rely on delivering efficient services to users. 
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19. We urge the Commission therefore to analyse ex ante whether interoperability 
could produce competitive distortions in the settlement space based on the current 
settlement market structure which exhibits the characteristics of a tippy market, i.e. 
one dominated by two major participants. 

 
Price sensitivity and transparency 
 

20. The perceived lack of transparency in pricing policies of settlement services 
represents one obstacle to reducing costs of cross-border post trading activities in 
Europe.  It is essential that infrastructures offer greater transparency in terms of 
pricing so that market players are treated in a fair and equitable way.   

 
Possible foreclosure of agency settlement and custody 
 

21. The FBE agrees that the settlement agents should have equal access to the same 
level of service in settlement. 

 
22. DG Competition’s Issues Paper assesses the relationship of infrastructures. 

However, an assessment of the relationship of infrastructures should also take into 
account that the identified competition concerns have an effect on custody services 
from a market structure point of view. The FBE believes that commercial ancillary 
services form an inseparable part of this analysis and the competitive relationship 
to infrastructures should be scrutinised by the Commission. Particularly aspects of 
bundling services in the central settlement layer with banking raise the same 
concerns as identified by DG Competition in the trading and clearing layers.  Cross-
subsidisation between commercial activities and those activities more traditionally 
associated with infrastructures (core services) must be avoided and operational 
segregation between the two business lines must be promoted. 

 
23. Likewise, the FBE highlights that systemic risk and competition issues could 

emerge where single platforms, such as SSEs, combine commercial and 
infrastructure activities.  Therefore, such risks must be adequately addressed by 
the adequate and appropriate segregation of the operations and IT of the separate 
commercial and infrastructure activities. 

 
IV. Possible actions to follow 
 

24. Regarding the possible actions DG Competition could follow, we urge the 
Commission to be vigilant and act where necessary to break down anti-competitive 
practices by infrastructures in terms of transparency, governance, unbundling and 
fair and equitable access and processing.  Additional ex-ante measures could be 
necessary to be able to fulfil this objective. 

 
25. As regards FBE’s position on the actions DG Competition proposes in Section 6 of 

its Issue Paper we note that each of the suggested actions has merit at some stage 
but here the co-ordination of actions is important. DG Competition’s position on 
how far the inter-related actions should be co-ordinated regrettably does not 
appear in the paper. 

 
26. The FBE believes that: 
 

• the market must be given the opportunity to deliver and an assessment of the 
impact of market-led initiatives must be made before considering the next 
steps;  
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• DG Competition could bring about infringement proceedings in respect of anti-
competitive practices and/or structures which inhibit the development of the 
Single Market in post trading; 

 
• if the Member States cannot deliver in certain areas (for example in respect of 

the removal of legal or fiscal barriers) limited legislative action could be called 
for subject to a full and consultative Regulatory Impact Assessment; and 

 
• only following the definition of the parameters of post trading by legislation 

(Level 1 of the Lamfalussy Process) could the ECB and CESR come forward 
with Standards (guidance at Level 3 of the Lamfalussy Process) in clearing and 
settlement, and where the problems the Standards were designed to address 
have been clearly demonstrated. 

 
Proposals from market participants to alter current behaviour or conditions with clear time 
line commitments 

 
27. The FBE is at the forefront of the removal of Giovannini Barriers, especially Barrier 

3 related to the harmonisation of Corporate Actions. In this domain, in co-ordination 
with ECSDA (European CSD Association), the FBE has formulated numerous 
harmonisation recommendations. High-level implementation plans for these 
recommendations have been established by national implementation structures 
involving all relevant actors. Detailed harmonisation plans will be available by the 
end of 2006. A specific monitoring mechanism has been set up to follow the 
progress of this initiative.  

 
28. The FBE has helped define the final recommendation for the communication 

protocol designed to eliminate Giovannini Barrier 1 in the European securities 
Clearing & Settlement market. The FBE is also involved in other initiatives aiming 
at improving efficiency, such as TARGET 2, CCBM (Correspondent Central 
Banking Model), Investment Funds Best Practices, G30 recommendations follow-
up activities.     

 
Actions from EU and/or national regulators to establish a pro-competitive environment ex-
ante 
 

29. The FBE strongly supports the creation of a single pan-European market for the 
clearing and settlement of securities.  The actions needed from EU and/or national 
regulators to establish a pro-competitive environment are clear even against a 
backdrop of the constant pace of market innovation and restructuring.  The focus 
should be on open and equitable access and the prevention of cross-subsidies of 
commercial activities by infrastructures.  

 
30. On balance, the FBE would favour industry-led solutions being given time to 

overcome the barriers to the creation of a single European market.  However, if a 
market failure can be clearly demonstrated there could also be a role for regulatory 
intervention, to be decided on the basis of cost-benefit analysis.  Therefore, the 
Commission’s current multi-pronged approach combining regulatory and non-
regulatory remains the most appropriate one. 

 
31. We firmly believe that the immediate priority action remains the removal of the 

Giovannini barriers, since it is the removal of these barriers that will have the single 
most significant impact on the sector in terms of lowering costs to investors and 
users, facilitating cross-border provision of clearing and settlement services and 
ultimately increasing competition in the post trading space. 

 

http://www.swift.com/index.cfm?item_id=58503
http://www.swift.com/index.cfm?item_id=58503
http://www.swift.com/index.cfm?item_id=58503
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32. The common goal must be the creation of an efficient and safe post-trading 
environment where fair competition flourishes, especially in respect of non-core 
services.  Here industry has a clear role to play and a responsibility to deliver.   

33. In this regard the formation of the Clearing and Settlement Advisory and Monitoring 
Expert Group (the “CESAME” Group) in 2004 was a welcome step.  The industry is 
delivering and the market is moving towards facilitating a pan-European post 
trading industry. 

 
34. National and European legislators also have a shared responsibility with industry to 

tackle the urgent priorities today without waiting for a possible proposal for a 
European directive in clearing and settlement.  The characteristics of the market 
structure in clearing and in settlement make it necessary to anticipate the potential 
anti-competitive effect of the networks enjoyed by infrastructures providers who 
also provide or may want to provide other value-added services.  This should be 
scrutinised by the Commission.  

 
Further proposals from ECB/CESR where supervisors can promote transparency and 
competition through standards 
 

35. Transparency could indeed be fostered through the adherence to supervisory 
standards in clearing and settlement when an entity is a central service provider.  
Such providers are expected to treat all users equally in service conditions and in 
pricing.  However, we underline the fact that enhancing transparency in services 
open to competition, e.g. banking services, through regulatory standards or by any 
other means, would not necessarily be to the benefit of (increasing competition in) 
the market as it could also increase complexity.   

 
36. Moreover, we retain deep reservations about the ECB and CESR conducting 

further work on their Standards for clearing and settlement at this time before the 
full intentions of the European Commission are known and have been consulted 
upon.  We support the widely upheld view of the European Parliament in respect of 
the Standards that the ECB and CESR as unelected bodies would effectively be 
defining the territory for the post trading debate if they were to come forward with 
Standards without a clear legal mandate for doing so. 

 
37. In line with our long held position in respect of how the Lamfalussy Process ought 

to work, Standards (essentially guidelines at Level 3 of the Process) should not 
precede Level 1 (framework principles enshrined in legislation).  Therefore, we 
would continue to oppose the ECB and CESR attempting to bring back the 
Standards they first proposed in 2004 without first having sight of the European 
Commission’s thinking in respect of possible legislative action to address 
identifiable market failures in post trading. 

 
Opening of formal procedures at EU or national level in cases of infringements of 
competition rules where appropriate 
 

38. The FBE believes that the combination of market solutions, scrutiny of the post 
trading environment from an internal market perspective taken with the appropriate 
exercise of competition powers is the right approach.   

 
39. As mentioned earlier in our response we believe that the numerous technical, legal 

and fiscal barriers identified by the Giovannini Group are at the centre of why the 
costs of post trading are currently high on a cross-border basis.  Whereas the 
current structures in post trading appear to be working efficiently at the national 
level, the lack of technical and legal harmonisation coupled with differing fiscal 
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practices across the Single Market imply higher direct and indirect costs for users 
when seeking to undertake business on a cross-border basis. 

 
40. Therefore, we consider that the lack of technical and legal harmonisation coupled 

with divergent approaches to fiscal procedures to be the true impediment to an 
effective and efficient Single Market in post-trading.  The market is working hard to 
remove these barriers but there are limits to what the market can achieve in 
respect of dismantling the more complicated legal and fiscal barriers. 

 
41. The FBE believes that DG Competition has identified some of the issues in the post 

trading space.  Whereas DG Competition’s Issues Paper assesses the relationship 
of infrastructures we believe that an assessment of the relationship of 
infrastructures should also take into account that the identified competition 
concerns have an effect on custody services from a market structure point of view.  
We do however agree that free and fair competition goes wider than an 
examination of the structural issues that could be considered as hindering 
competition in the post trading space in Europe’s Single Market.   

 
42. The opening of formal procedures at EU or national level in cases of infringements 

of competition rules should be made where and when necessary provided that they 
do not interfere with completion of the work to remove the Giovannini Barriers and 
take account of foreseen cross-border mergers of Stock Exchanges and the impact 
this phenomenon could have on the structure of post trading activities.   

 
V. FBE response to the specific concerns of DG Competition 
 

43. The following table sets out FBE’s response to DG Competition’s specific concerns: 
 

Concern 
 

Possible reactions FBE remarks 

Restrictive clauses in 
agreements between 
exchanges and CCPs relating 
to the freedom of the latter to 
provide services to competitors 

Assurance from the actors 
concerned that such clauses 
have been or will rapidly be 
eliminated. 
 
Relevant measures to avoid 
the risk of participants in closed 
systems free-riding on open 
ones. 
 
Market participants may wish to 
draw DG Competition’s 
attention (or the attention 
of a national competition 
authority) to failures to provide 
non-discriminatory access. 
 

The FBE welcomes such 
measures. However, 
appropriate timeframes should 
be defined for the elimination of 
the restrictive clauses. 
 
To ensure a more open access 
to post trading services and 
enhance competition among 
CCPs, the creation of cross-
accounts between various 
clearing houses should be 
permitted.  This development 
should be market-led. 
 
The decision of the clearing 
venue could best be left to the 
trading counterparties (i.e. 
users on a trade by trade 
basis), fully aware of the cost 
implications of their choices. 
 
Formal procedures at EU or 
national level should be 
opened in case of infringement 
of competition rules. 
 

Idem between CCPs and Idem. The FBE welcomes such 
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providers of agency 
settlement services 
 

 measures.  However, such 
access should be limited to 
those market participants that 
do not pose a systemic risk and 
respect specific prudential 
criteria. 
 
Moreover, agency settlement 
providers are not substitutes to 
CSDs, there are participants to 
the CSDs.  
 
Moreover, open access should 
have regard to the principles of 
price transparency, no cross-
subsidisation and fair 
competition with banks. 
 

Opacity of arrangements and 
agreements 
throughout the industry 
 

Industry could reflect on its 
information requirements to 
allow greater competition 
and propose solutions (codes 
of conduct, regulatory 
constraints…) 
 

Clear and public information on 
potential clearing and 
settlement channels is 
welcome. This could be 
achieved through best 
practices. Use of proprietary 
SSI (Settlement Standing 
Instruction) mechanisms can 
sometimes create unnecessary 
opacity.  
 
Improvement of SSI 
mechanisms is needed by the 
market for the market, from the 
front office to the back office.  
These mechanisms should be 
machine “matchable” to ensure 
STP and efficiency. 
 

Lack of transparency in 
infrastructure pricing  
 

Service providers might agree 
guidelines with users on price 
transparency. 
 
User groups or other bodies 
might propose to publish 
regular comprehensive 
surveys of fees for investors. 
 
Possible regulatory solution. 
 

Development of common 
defined basic functions of 
central service providers and 
an assurance from the actors 
via their respective European 
associations (FESE, EACH, 
ECSDA) to publish a pricing 
policy accordingly within a set 
timeframe (e.g. one year). 
 
Clear price and fees from 
providers (including non 
clearing/settlement providers 
such as IT, telecoms, service 
bureau etc.) with a clear 
description.  
 
Development by infrastructures 
of appropriate modelling tools 
that would allow users to 
compare trading and post-
trading costs on a more 
transparent basis. 
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There are different views in the 
market on infrastructure pricing 
transparency. Some users 
argue for a full disclosure of 
fees structure even to non-
members, including the 
methodology and rationale and 
articulating any principles of 
equitability between different 
user segments based on usage 
of services. This would also 
need to apply to costs 
breakdown and cost 
transparencies.  
Some other users feel that 
price transparency should be 
ensured but that not all aspects 
of the pricing grid may be 
public but be clear in contracts, 
SLAs and responses to RFPs.   
 
To ensure distribution of 
information, market 
infrastructure could set up a 
formal consultation involving 
representative users to (i) 
validate pricing grid and (ii) 
discuss potential price changes 
and inform about the users 
about the costs/fees situation. 
This consultation could take 
place either through existing 
user groups or via a new 
mechanism.  
 

Lack of accounting unbundling 
within vertically integrated 
service providers leading to 
difficulty in detecting abusive 
cross-subsidies 
 

Market or regulatory solution. 
 

The solution to this issue is 
influenced by the level of 
transparency and granularity 
achieved in the disclosure of 
prices and costs of 
infrastructures.  
 
One way to achieve this is to 
recommend accounting 
unbundling (irrespective of the 
structure) between core 
infrastructure activities and 
commercial services.  
Independent auditing is a 
useful tool to verify accounting 
unbundling. 
 
Such an audit should have the 
support and be approved by 
users. 
 

The same issue also in non 
vertically integrated structures, 
as it concerns information 
services and trade reporting 

Market or regulatory solution. 
 

See above. 
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fees 
 
Elimination of concentration 
rules and other measures with 
equivalent effect 
 

The measures in question, 
certainly where they are private 
in origin, should be eliminated 
without awaiting the entry into 
force of MiFID. 
 
Market participants may wish to 
draw DG Competition’s 
attention to other instances of 
similar rules and to failure to 
remove them going forward. 
 

The FBE welcomes the 
abolition of the concentration 
rule in trading under MiFID to 
increase competition amongst 
trading venues.   
 

State measures prescribing 
specific platforms in order to 
qualify for primary dealer status 
in government bonds 
 

Elimination of these measures. 
 

The FBE welcomes the 
elimination of such measures. 
However, rather than specific 
platform, and in order to 
maintain a secure environment 
for such important primary 
market, specific standards 
could be published to openly 
state what are the 
requirements to become 
primary dealers (e.g. use of 
central bank money, settlement 
timing). 
 
See also Barrier 10 
 
The FBE hence support the 
current discussion on the SSS 
concept currently under review 
by the ECB. 
 

Possible market failure in 
provision of technology 
interfaces allowing integrated 
trading on competing market 
platforms 
 

Views on this are sought, 
including on how such a market 
failure might be addressed in 
addition to the measures 
foreseen under MiFID. 
 

The provision of a common 
protocol as defined in response 
to removing barrier 3, 
eventually extended or 
completed to cover other 
areas, is a common ground to 
ensure common IT interfaces, 
and dialogue across systems. 
  

Lack of CCP and CSD 
interoperability 
undermining access 
 

Market or regulatory action. 
 

Based on the experience of 
interoperability in settlement, 
some users of post trading 
services are sceptical as 
regards the benefits inter-
operability both in respect of 
cost-benefit and in terms of risk 
portability.  Other users share 
the opinion that interoperability 
might prove fruitful. The 
arguments put forward by the 
sceptical revolve around 
investment cost to ensure 
interoperability for a situation 
seen as transitional.   
 
As already indicated,  practical 
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barriers need to be resolved to 
allow for open access and 
choice of settlement services 
(especially when using central 
bank money) such as the 
guaranteed immediate finality 
of the settlement across CSD 
links, same opening hours/time 
across the EU, access and 
easy movement of  liquidity (to 
avoid liquidity traps in one 
system). 
 

Intransparent [sic] bundling of 
execution and other services 
by brokers 
 

Under MiFID, the Commission 
is of the view that such 
practices should be 
appropriately reformed. 
 

MiFID will require an added 
degree of transparency in 
respect of fees relating to 
execution and other services.  
However, FBE argues that the 
level of transparency required 
under MiFID goes too far and 
on the basis of cost-benefit 
would not necessarily generate 
the most meaningful 
information for clients. 
 

 
VI. Conclusions 
 

44. In respect of the issues DG Competition sets out regarding the competitive 
environment in post trading, the FBE concludes that: 

 
• the removal of obstacles to free, fair and effective competition in post trading 

activity requires urgent attention; 
 
• competition policy is a useful tool to remove the obstacles but used by itself it 

may not always be the optimal tool; 
 
• the market is moving and is aiming to deliver a more competitive post trading 

environment through market-led initiatives where the grounds for free and fair 
competition are established; 

 
• proposed recent mergers and potential mergers of the future of trading 

platforms could well have a strong bearing on the efficiencies in trading through 
to clearing and settlement.  Continued international merger activity amongst 
Stock Exchanges will almost inevitably lead to a re-structuring of post trading 
activities in Europe over time; and 

 
• the Commission has adopted the right multi-pronged approach to date but must 

be mindful of the possible foreclosure of competition in commercial activities 
and the perceived limits to the benefits interoperability could bring about from a 
competitive point of view. 

 
 

 

 


